Social media provides a source to share your research updates and promote your research and to learn hot topics trending in funding, research, and your area of interest. Here are just a few worth following…

Do you tweet, follow, subscribe?

Five questions with…

Dr. Balaji Rangarthnam from CSDI is spotlighted in the Five questions with… on the Office of Research website for October. Learn more about Dr. Rangarathnam’s research and what he likes about working at ECU!

Highlights and News

• Congratulations to Dr. Marianna Walker in CSDI! She is co-investigator on Dr. Sandra Warren’s (PI; College of Education) newly funded training grant from the Department of Education.

• Welcome Dr. Kathrin Rothermich, assistant professor in CSDI. Dr. Rothermich’s research uses behavioral methods, EEG, eye tracking & brain stimulation to study the influence of acoustic-phonetic and pragmatic information on speech comprehension in healthy & brain damaged populations.

• Welcome Dr. Molly Jacobs, assistant professor in HSIM. Dr. Jacobs’s research involves maternal and child health with a special focus on adolescent body perception, weight growth, and household circumstances.

• Welcome Dr. Heather Panczykowski, assistant professor in OCCT. Dr. Panczykowski’s research involves examining participation and barriers for children with disabilities in various contexts (home, community, school).

Funding & Research Opportunities

Department of Defense funding opportunities
Includes Broad Agency Announcements & Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs

American Heart Association
November 1 Letter of Intent
Collaborative Sciences Award for research projects that propose novel pairings of investigators from disparate disciplines

Planning to submit a grant proposal in the next month or two?
Contact Jessica Miller (millerjes@ecu.edu) for assistance with your budget, documents, and navigating RAMSeS.

Events Calendar

Oct 24 Lunch & Learn – Room 3330
Rachel Roper, PhD “Gender Bias in the University & Beyond”

Oct 27 NIH Grant Workshop by Dr. Bob Porter
EAHEC Building

Nov 1 EOSA Application Deadline

www.ecu.edu/cs-dhs/ah/research